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INTRODUCTION 
The Sternberg linearization theorem [9, lo] states that, in the absence of 
“resonance,” a transformation is smoothly conjugate to its linear part near 
a hyperbolic fixed point. The conjugacy, or linearizing choice of coor- 
dinates, can be taken to be of class C”, where s depends on the smoothness 
r of the transformation and on the linear part L. However, the supremum 
of all such values s remains an open question. Here we determine this 
supremum s(L, r) as a Holder exponent when the space is two dimensional 
and r is an integer greater than one. We also determine whether the 
supremum is a maximum. 
The question being entirely local, we might as well assume that our 
transformation f is a diffeomorphism of R* and that the hyperbolic fixed 
point is the origin. The usual approach is in two steps. First, one con- 
jugates f by a plynomial mapping z I-+ z + A,z* + . . . + A,z’ so that the 
resulting transformation is linear through terms of order r. Here the 
assumption of non-resonance is essential. A transformation L E GL(R”) is 
resonant at order k, 2 <k < co, if it has eigenvalues 2, ,I1 ,..., &, not 
necessarily distinct, such that 
The assumption that L = of(O) is non-resonant at each order k, 2 G k < r, 
assures that f can be flattened to Lz + o() z I’) by a polynomial change of 
variables. One might instead assume thatfhas this form to begin with. The 
second and more interesting step is then actually to perform the 
linearization. 
We also take this approach because it separates obstructions which are 
in our view distinct. This is not to say that resonance does not enter into 
the second step; in fact, the phenomenon of “resonance in modulus” does 
enter. Resonance in modulus is the same as resonance except that one 
inserts absolute value signs: 
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Alternatively, consider the linear transformation p F+ LpL ’ on the space 
of polynomials p: R” -+ R” which are homogeneous of degree k. To say that 
L is resonant at order k is to say that one is an eigenvalue for this transfor- 
mation; to say that L is resonant in modulus at order k is to say that some 
eigenvalue has mod&s one. 
We first consider a hyperbolic source. A sink is, of course, no different. 
Let L E GL(R’) be a hyperbolic expansion, and let a and 6, 1 < a 6 h, be 
the moduli of its eigenvalues. The spread p(L) is defined to be log, h. By 
definition, 1 6 p < co, and L is resonant in modulus at order k if and only 
if p = k. 
THEOREM 1. Let f: z F+ Lz + o( ) z I’) be a C’ d@omorphism of R2, 
2 < Y < co, with L a hyperbolic expansion. Let p = p(L). 
(a) If p < r, then f can be linearized by a C’ transformation. 
(b) If p > r, then f can be linearized by a transformation of Hiilder 
class C’- I,‘, where cl=(r- l)(p- 1)-l. 
(c) If p = r, then f can be linearized by a transformation of class 
n n<l Cr-‘,?r. 
In particular, f can always be linearized by a C’ - ’ change of coordinates. 
Part (a) was proved by Sternberg, but we prove it again for completeness 
and as an introduction to the proofs of (b) and (c). 
For L E GL(R*) of saddle type, we define o(L) to be /log, b (, where a 
and b, 0 < a < 1 <b, are the moduli of the eigenvafues of L. Thus a-O = b, 
and O<a< co. 
THEOREM 2. Let f: z I-+ Lz + o( 1 z I’) be a C’ diffeomorphism of R2, 
2 6 r < co, with L a saddle. Let rs = o(L) and 
s=(r-1)(1 +o)-’ if a<(r-2)r-’ 
=(l+rc)(l +cr)-’ if (r-2)r-‘<odl 
=(r+g)(1+0)-I if 1 ,<o<r(r-22)-’ 
=(crr-a)(l+O)-l if o>r(r-2)-1. 
Ifs is not integral, then f can be linearized by a transformation of Hiilder 
class C”. Ifs is integral, then f can be linearized by a transformation of class 
n a<, cs--,Or. 
The graph of s as a function of 0 is sketched in Fig. 1. 
The four different formulae come from a choice of two methods for con- 
structing each of the two linearizing coordinate functions: depending on o, 
on choice will produce better results than another. Note that s is integral 
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precisely when L is resonant in modulus at order r. Also, s is unchanged 
when o is replaced by o-‘; i.e., s(L, r)=s(L-‘, r). 
The main theorem of this paper, Theorem 3 below, includes the previous 
two as special cases and in fact gives slightly stronger results in these cases. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a c’ diffeomorphism of R2, 2 f r < co, with 
f(0) = 0 and L = Df(0) hyperbolic. Let s = s(L, r) as given in Theorem 1 or 
Theorem 2. Then f can be transformed into its Taylor polynomial of degree 
r - 1 by a change of coordinates of class either c” or n, <, c”- ‘*a, the dis- 
tinction being as in Theorems 1 and 2. 
A more symmetric consequence is that f can be transformed into its 
Taylor polynomial of degree r, since both can be transformed into the 
polynomial of degree r - 1. 
COROLLARY (Hartman [3]). A C2 saddle in R2 can be C’ linearized. 
After proving Theorems 1 and 2, we give counterexamples showing that 
the value s(L, r) is sharp. To wit, suppose that a hyperbolic automorphism 
L E GL(R’) and an integer r Z 2 are given. Assume either that L is an 
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expansion with p(L)>r (the cases of Theorem 1 requiring a counterexam- 
ple) or that L is a saddle. When s = s(L, v) is integral, we construct a C’ 
diffeomorphism f: z H Lz + o() z ) ‘) which cannot be linearized by a C‘ ‘- 
Lipschitz transformation. When s is not integral, we construct a particular 
C’ diffeomorphism f: z ++ Lz + o( 13 1’) which cannot be linearized by a 
C ‘+’ transformation, no matter e>O. A more careful treatment, which we 
do not go into, shows that the problem of C’ conjugacy among germs of C 
diffeomorphisms f: z H Lz $ o( j z ( ‘), L and r being fixed, completely breaks 
down when t > s( L, Y); the space of C’ conjugacy classes represented by 
these germs has infinite dimension. 
To reduce a mappingf to a normal form, then, we can first eliminate as 
many terms as possible from its Taylor polynomial (the algebraic step) and 
then, using Theorem 3, transform f into this new polynomial. Since most 
elements of GL(R*) are non-resonant at every order, this process usually 
linearizes f: 
But what if we insist on linearizing f even when there is an algebraic 
obstruction? How smooth a change of coordinates can be found? In dis- 
cussing this question, we will say that s(f) an., where n is a positive 
integer, iffcan be linearized by a transformation of class n, < r C” ‘,Z, that 
s(f) 6~ if no C”-‘-Lipschitz transformation linearizes f, and that 
s(f) = n- if both statements are correct. Now suppose that an obstruction 
exists. After some polynomial change of coordinates, f will assume one of 
the forms described in Theorem 4 below, and we then obtain an upper 
bound on s(f ). 
THEOREM 4. Let f: z F+ Lz + 0( (z Ik) be a C’ diffeomorphism of R2, 
where L=(;f), kE(2,3,4 ,... ), andk<r<oo. 
(a) Suppose that 1 < 1 a I< ) b 1 and that uk = b. If ak,(n, f )(0) # 0, then 
s(f)<k-. 
(b) Suppose that 0-c )a) < 1 -c ) b] and that ak-mbm=a for some 
integer m, O<m<k. Thus 1 <m,<k-2, andak-+‘b”+‘=b. 
(i) Ifaf-“a~~(x,J)(O)#O, then s(f)<max(m, k-m)-. 
(ii) u a’:~m~-1,~~+1(712f)(0)#0 7 then s(S) < max(m + 1, 
k-m-l)-. 
In part (b), note that m, k-m, m + 1, and k-m - 1 are just the four 
quantities from the multiple formula for s(L, k). In particular, 
s(L, k) = min(max(m, k - m), max(m + 1, k-m - 1)). 
We also mention that Theorem 4 extends to the general problem of con- 
jugacy between two hyperbolic germs when there is an obstruction at order 
k>2. 
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If there is an obstruction to linearizing f, then, we have both upper and 
lower bounds for s(f): 
s(L, k)- ,<s(f)<n-. 
Furthermore, s(L, k) = n except in two cases (namely, when (b)(i) holds, 
(b)(ii) fails, and (r > 1 or when (b)(ii) holds, (b)(i) fails, and CT < 1). In these 
cases, n = s(L, k) + 1. By an argument given below when r = co, the lower 
bound can be improved to min(s(L, Y), n-), which is in fact the generic 
value of s(f). 
Now consider the linearization of a C” diffeomorphism. Combining 
Theorem 3 with Sternberg’s C” theorem, we have: 
THEOREM 5. Let f: z H Lz + 0( (z 1’) be a C” d$feomorphism of R2. 
(a) Suppose that L is a hyperbolic expansion. Let p = p(L). Zf p E 
(2, 3,4 ,... }, then s(f)>p-. Otherwise, s(f)= 00. 
(b) Suppose that L is a saddle. Let o = o(L). If o is irrational, then 
s(f)= 00. Zf o = 1, then s(f)>2-. If o =p/q# 1, then s(f)>max(p, 4)). 
(“s(f) = 00” means that f can be linearized by a C” transformation.) 
In fact, s(f) can be determined precisely when r = co. Suppose we apply 
changes of variable z H z + Akzk, k = 2, 3,..., to eliminate terms from the 
Taylor polynomial of J Either we succeed indefinitely, in which case 
Sternberg shows that s(f) = co, or else we encounter an obstruction at 
some stage as described in Theorem 4, and the following applies: 
THEOREM 6. Let f be as in Theorem 4 with r = 00. If n- is the minimum 
of the upper bounds Theorem 4 imposes on s(f ), then s(f) = n -. 
When L is resonant, a certain amount of computation is generally 
required to determine s(S). For example, the linearization off: (x, y) H 
(2x + x2, 8 y + x2) is obstructed at third order even though f is quadratic. 
Proof of Theorem 6. We have observed that s(L, k)) < s(f) <n- and 
that s(L, k) and n differ in only two cases. It suffices to consider the first 
of these, in which (b)(i) holds but not (b)(ii); here s(L, k)= 
min(max(m, k-m), max(m + 1, k - m - 1)) and n = max(m, k-m). 
The proof of Theorem 3 provides linearizing coordinates (u, u), where u 
isofclassmax(m,k-m)- anduisofclassmax(m+l,k-m-l)-. Wedo 
not install these coordinates but merely observe the existence. Instead, we 
apply a change of coordinates z H z + Ak.zk to eliminate all derivatives off 
of order k at the origin except i3”,-‘Y$‘(~, f ), and we continue to eliminate 
all higher order derivatives until coming to the next order k’ at which L is 
resonant. It can be shown that k’ d 2k - 1. Now, by Theorem 3 there are 
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coordinates (u’, u’) of class s(L, k’) - which transformSinto the polynomial 
(x, y)++ (ax + cx k--m~am, by). But it is easy to see that s(L, k’)>, 
s(L, k) + 1 3 n. The coordinate system (u, o’) is then of class n , and it 
linearizes J Q.E.D. 
In proving Theorems 1 and 2, we assume that L has no negative eigen- 
values. This makes for a less cluttered proof and encourages visualization 
without losing generality. For given f: z H Lz + o( 1 z I’), where L has a 
negative eigenvalue, let F be a transformation which linearizes f’ and has 
the desired smoothness. (Note that s(L, Y) = s(L’, Y).) Replacing F with 
DF(O)-’ . F, we may assume that DF(0) is the identity. The transformation 
F+ L-IFf then linearizesf. Unfortunately, this kind of trick does not work 
for Theorem 3. 
One can ask these same questions about a vector field (or flow) near a 
singularity: Are there coordinates in which the vector field appears linear? 
Polynomial? The answer is yes; each of our theorems translates directly to 
a theorem about vector fields. The proofs themselves carry over with fairly 
straightforward technical modification. Our main techniques are a process 
of “flattening” a transformation along the axes, which is actually easier to 
perform for vector fields, and a limiting process like lim, _ s g”f d-n where g 
and f are diffeomorphisms. For flows, the latter becomes lim,, m Il/,cp -,. 
Hart’s method [2] of conjugating C’ flows to flows having C’ generator is 
a useful tool here. A much more economical method of extending 
Theorems 1 and 2 to vector fields is the standard trick. Namely, if F 
linearizes, say, the time one mapping of a flow 40 which fixes the origin, 
then 
P= 1’ exp( -tA) Fqr dt 
0 
linearizes qa, where A = d/dt 1 f= o &,(O). To ensure that E is invertible near 
the origin, ‘we can require DF(0) to be the identity. See [4, p. 2501 for 
details. 
This paper ignores the linearization of C’ mapping. The Hartman-Grob- 
man theorem [4, p. 2441 asserts that such a mapping can be linearized by 
a homeomorphism provided its derivative L is hyperbolic. On the other 
hand, it is easy to see that one cannot expect the change of variables to be 
Lipschitz. Perhaps there is a Holder exponent s(L, 1) E (0, 1) which extends 
our results. If so, the proof would seem to require extra care if for no other 
reason than the absence of the inverse function theorem when s < 1. The 
linearization problem with Cc” data seems more accessible by our methods, 
at least when r 3 2. 
Although several authors have worked on smooth linearization, the 
strongest results are those stated by Sell [7], who also gives an extensive 
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bibliography. Sell’s theorem holds in any dimension. The relation between 
our results and his will be clearest if we first formulate a corollary of 
Theorems 1 and 2: 
THEOREM. Let f: ZH Lz+ o(l z I’) be a c’ difSeomorphism of R2, 
2 <r < 00, with L hyperbolic. Assume that L is not resonant in modulus at 
order r. Then f can be linearized by a Cs transformation, where S= r - 1 for 
a sink or source and S= [$ r] for a saddle. 
Sell’s theorem is exactly this, except that he requires f to be of class 
C2r-1 in the case of a sink or source and of class Cr+2cr’21 in the case of a 
saddle. (Brackets denote the greatest integer function.) For the proof, Sell 
refers to [6], and he presents a three-dimensional counterexample in [ 81. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let f: z H Lz + o( ( z I’) be a c’ diffeomorphism of R’, where L is a linear 
hyperbolic expansion and 2 < r < co. Let a and b, 1 < a f b, be the moduli 
of the eigenvalues of L; we have defined p = p(L) = log, 6. 
As explained in the Introduction, it suffices to consider the case in which 
the eigenvalues of L are either complex conjugates cx + fib, /3 # 0, or 
else are the positive numbers a and b themselves. In order to make 
estimates using the Euclidean norm 1 1, we choose linear coordinates so 
that L has one of the forms 
In the latter, we need 16 ( to be small enough that (( L I( (1 L-’ I/r < 1, and of 
course this can always be achieved. Finally, it is convenient to work in the 
disk (z( d 1 and to assume that 
II Dk(f - L)(z) II < 4 and IImf-‘-L-‘k)ll <VI (1.1) 
whenever (z( < 1 and 1 <k f r, where 
This condition can be achieved by a homothetic change of variables z H lz 
with A large. Our proof involves several changes of variables. Each time, we 
assume that a second, homothetic change of variables has been performed 
in order to regain condition (1.1) and to assure that the new mapping 
f new =;If,,,;l-’ is defined on the disk IzI d 1. 
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Following the analysts’ convention, we use the letter C for any positive 
constant which arises in an upper bound of some expression, rather than 
using the more accurate notation C,, Cz, etc., for different constants 
occurring. 
LEMMA 1.1. There exists a constant C such that ( f -5 1 ,< C 1) L - ’ 1) ”for 
aIln>Oand[z(61. 
Proof: By Taylor’s theorem, 
If-lzldll~-lll lzl+~q142 
when lzJ<l.Inparticular, If-“zI<(I/L-‘jj+tq)“forn>O.Therefore 
If++l)ZI 6 (llL-'ll +(/IL-'11 +$1,"> trn4, 
and we can take 
l+JIL-‘(l-’ IlL-Ill+;rl < a3. Q.E.D. 
The proof also shows f - ’ takes the disk ) z ( 6 1 into itself. 
Recall the formula for the higher derivatives of composition [ 1, p. 31. 
Namely, for m > 1, 
Dm(G 0 H)(z)= c c,DkG(Hz) D”H(z). . DikH(z), (1.2) 
iEACR7) 
where A(m) = {(k; i, ,..., i,): l<k<m, i,>l, and ii + ... +ik=m}. Here 
C~ is a positive, integral, universal constant. 
LEMMA 1.2. There exists a constant C such that llD"f -"(z) 11 G
Cl/L-‘(I”foraNn>O, jzl<l, and 16mGr. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on m. Write 
."f-("+l)(Z)=Df-l(f-nZ)Dmf-n(Z) 
+ c Clokf-I(f-nZ)D;lf--n(Z)...Dixf-“(Z). 
/l(m):k > 2 
When m = 1, the second term is absent. Applying Lemma 1.1 and the 
inductive hypothesis, we have 
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It follows that for all n 2 0 
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x fi (l+qCIIL-‘Ilk). Q.E.D. 
k= --I 
We can now prove part (a) of Theorem 1. Here I( L 11 11 L p1 /(’ < 1. For 
n>O and (zj < 1, let F,,z= L”f-‘5. We claim that the sequence {F,,} con- 
verges in the C’ topology. Assuming this is true, it is clear that the limiting 
transformation F is a diffeomorphism near the origin (since DF(0) is the 
identity) which linearizes f: 
Ff= lim L"f-"+l= lim L"+'f-"=LF. 
n + cc n + '35 
Each sequence DkFn(0) is constant, so to prove the claim it suffices to show 
that the sequence D’F, converges uniformly on I z I< 1. This, in turn, 
follows from: 
II D’(F, + 1 - F,)(z) 1) = II D’(L” + ’ 0 (f-'-L-') 0 f-")(z)/1 
= II Lnfl c cADk(f-’ - L-‘)(f-“z) A(r) 
x D’lf-“(z). . . D’kf-“(z) 
II 
G IlLlInt c llL-‘II”‘, 
since I(L(I(IL-‘II’<l. 
Now suppose that p 2 r, in which case L = ( 
‘--k(C (I L-1 ll”y 
; 8) and a’< b. The 
argument above fails in this case, basically because 1 f -“z) is not small 
enough relative to (IL (In. To compensate, we first produce a weak unstable 
manifold-an invariant curve through the origin which is transverse to the 
strong unstable manifold. After pushing this weak manifold down so that it 
becomes the x-axis, we “flatten” f along the x-axis, applying a change of 
coordinates after which 
Dk(f- L)(x, 0) = 0, ldk<r, (x(<l. 
We can then mimic the preceding argument, because although points still 
approach the origin rather slowly under iterates off-‘, they approach the 
x-axis quickly, at a rate on the order of b-“. 
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For (21 d 1, let G(z) =lim,, rxl a”n,f-“(z), where n, is the (scalar- 
valued) projection onto the x-axis. The same argument as above shows 
that this limit exists in the C’ topology. Clearly G(Z) = n, 2 + o( 1 z / ‘) and 
G(fz)= UC(Z). After the change of coordinates (x, y)~ (G(x, y), y), we 
obtain a new mapping (still calledf) which, in addition to the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1, satisfies 
n,f(x, Y) = ax. (1.3) 
In particular, the strong unstable manifold of the origin is now the y-axis. 
Now we construct a weak unstable manifold. Let g be a C’ function 
defined on the interval [a-‘, l] such that the graph W of g and its image 
f-i W lit togeth er as a single C’ curve. Extend g to the entire interval (0, l] 
by defining the graph of the extension to be U;Eof-“W. We claim that 
lim gck’(x) = 0, 
r-o+ 
O<k<r-1, 
lim g”‘(x) = 0 
x-o+ 
if p > r, 
and 
g”‘(X) = o(log x) if p = r. 
These are consequences of the defining equation 
g(x) = %f-n(an-? g(a”x)L a-‘“+“<.xQa-” 
and the estimate: 
LEMMA 1.3. Zfp > r and 1 <k < r, then (1 rc,Dkf --n (1 anr -+ 0 uniformly on 
lz(<l. If p=r and l<k<r, then ((nzDkf-“IIa”‘n.‘-+O uniformfy on 
lzl d 1. 
Because the claims are so much like the c’ section theorem of Hirsch, 
Pugh, and Shub [5], we leave the proof of Lemma 1.3 to the interested 
reader. 
Construct g in the same way on [ - JO), and define g(0) = 0. If p > r, 
then g is C’, and the transformation @: (x, y)t+ (x, y- g(x)) pushes the 
graph of g into the x-axis without affecting condition (1.3) or the 
hypotheses on J: If p = r, then @f@-’ might not be C’. One way around 
this difficulty is to linearize f on the y-axis before constructing g. By a 
theorem of Sternberg [9], the proof of which is identical to the proof of 
part (a), there is a c’ transformation H: y t-* y + o( y’) which linearizes f on 
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the y-axis. Let us apply the transformation (x, y) I+ (x, H(y)) and then 
define g and @ as above. We have 
@f@-‘b, y)=(ax,%f(x, ,,+g(x))-g(ax)) 
= (ax, %f(X, Y + g(x)) - n,fk g(x))). 
Away from the y-axis, D’(@f@-‘) can be rewritten as a sum of several 
terms. Each admits an obvious continuous extension through the y-axis 
(which vanishes at the origin) with the possible exception of the term 
{~2a.“f(x? Y + g(x)) - w%fk g(x))) d”(X). 
But since n2ay f z b along the y-axis, this term is in fact o(x log x). In sum- 
mary, @f @- ’ is c’ and is linear through terms of order r; @ itself is of 
class nacl Cr-l,u. 
For p > I, we now have a C’ mapping f: z I+ Lz + o( ( z I’) which satisfies 
(1.3) and leaves the axes invariant. To flatten f along the x-axis, we 
introduce machinery which, although a bit heavy for the problem at hand, 
will be used again in Theorem 2. Let Q be the Banach space of continuous 
mappings q = (q 1,..., qr): [ -1, l] -+ (R2)’ which vanish at the origin. Given 
qe Q, the Whitney extension theorem provides a c’ mapping cp = qpy from 
a neighborhood of the segment [ - 1, 1 ] x (0) into R2 which vanishes 
along this segment, vanishes to order r at the origin, and satisfies 
a:-mar: c~(x, 0) = qm(x) for l<m<randIxldl. 
Although cp is not unique, its r-jet along [ -1, 11 x (0) is unique; in par- 
ticular, the partial derivatives of cp along this segment are linear functions 
of q: 
a;a,s(x,o)={(~~)‘-i-jqj~(x), jai 
= 0, j= 0. 
Consider the linear transformation T: Q -+ Q defined by 
(wmw = a:-ma3Lcw, 01 
(1.4) 
=L 1 cADkcp(a -‘~,O)D”f-‘(x,O)~-D’~f-~(x,0) 
A(r) 
x((EJ-m(;)“‘>. 
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Using (1.4), we have 
l(Q),(x)-a m-rbpmLq,(a-‘s)I 
= L D’cp(K’x, O)(Df-‘(x, O))l-D’cpp(a-‘x, O)(L 1)’ 
I i 
dC IXlr-’ max MW I;l<u-‘lrl (1.5) 
One consequence is that 
from which it follows that for n 2 0, I( T” (/ < Ca”” -r’. In particular, id - T 
is invertible. Another means to this same conclusion, at the cost of requir- 
ing a tighter bound on q, is to introduce the operator 
(T,q),(x)=a:-“V;(LcpLp’)(x, O)=d-‘b-“Lq,(c’x). 
Then 11 T,(( =a’-’ < 1, and it is easy to show that (1 T- T,[( <I$ where C 
is independent of ye provided, say, 9 6 1, If q is small enough, then, 
II TII < 1. 
Now let @ = id + cp, and solve the equation 
D’(L@f-‘)(x, 0) = D’@(x, O), 1x1 =s 1, (1.6) 
for q E Q. The unique solution is q = (id-T))‘/I = C,“=,, F/-I, where 
pm(x) = a;yvy(Lf-‘)(X3 0). 
Integrating (1.6) shows that the r-jets of L@f ~ ’ and @ along the x-axis are 
identical. Choosing a neighborhood of the origin on which Qi is invertible, 
we therefore have flattened f: 
P(@f @ - ’ - L)(x, 0) = 0, O,<k<r. 
Perhaps condition (1.3) has been lost in this process, but we no longer 
need it. 
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We can now define the ultimate change of coordinates: 
F(z)= lim L”f-“(z). 
n+m 
We claim that this limit exists in the c’- ’ topology. An argument like 
Lemma 1.1 shows that for some constant C, 1 n,f-“(z) 1 < Ch-” for all 
n>,O and (z( G 1. Therefore 
~(~r-l(L”+lf-bl+ll 
J(z) - ~‘-‘wYw) II 
= (IL”“D’~‘((f-‘-L-‘) 0 f-“)(z)II 
<Cb”+’ c b-ncr-k’a-“k 
A(r- 1) 
< ca-n+ ‘I, 
proving the claim. 
To determine the Holder continuity of Dr-‘F, let z1 and z2 be two 
points in the unit disk. Write 
D'-'F(z,)-D'-'F(z,) 
=foLn+i {D'-'((f-'-L-') 0 f-")(z,) 
-D'-'((f-'-L-') 0 f-n)(,2)} 
= I + II + III, 
where 
1 c~Dk(f-l-L-l)(f-"zl)(Dilf-"(zl)~~~Dikf-n(~,) 
PI=0 A(r- 1) 
- D’IJ‘-“(~~). . . Dikf-n(Z2)}, 
-Dk(f-1-L-1)(f-"~Z)}Dilf-"(~2)...Dikf-"(~2), 
III =,zo L"+'{D'-'(f-l- L-‘)(f-“z,)- Dr-‘(f-l - L-‘)(f-“z,)} 
x (Df-"(~~)}~--l. 
In order to bound I, write 
D’lf-“(zl). . . D’kf-“(Z,) _ D”f-“(zz). . Dikf-“(z2) 
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as the sum of k terms using 
ai “‘ak -6, “‘bk 
=(a, -b,)az “‘ak+b,(u,-b,)a,.“ak+ ... +b, “.bk-,(ak-bk), 
Since each exponent i, is less than r, each term is bounded by 
CU-“~ ( z, - z-2 1. Therefore 
As always, C denotes a constant which is independent of z, and z2. To 
bound II, consider Dk(S-’ - L-‘)(fp”zl)-Dk(f-’ - L-‘)(f-“z,) as the 
average value of Dk”(f-’ - Lpl) on the segment from f -“zZ tof-“z,, 
multiplied by the vector from one endpoint to the other. Since this segment 
is entirely within a distance Cb-” of the .x-axis, we obtain 
)/II/l <C f b”+’ c b-““-k-‘)u-” jz, -zzj aPk<CIzl -z21. 
n=O i.:k<r-2 
The terms in III can be bounded using either the inequality 
l/D’-‘(f-‘-L-‘)(f-“z,)-D’-‘(f-1-L~1)(f~n~2)[( 
<-<rl If-n~l -f -mn~2 ) <Clap” IzI -z2 I (1.7) 
or the inequality 
/ID’-‘(f~1-L-‘)(f-“zl)-D’-‘(f-‘-L-’)(f-”~2)~( 
6 IID’-‘(f-‘-L~‘)(f~“z,)JI + I/D’-‘(f-l-L-‘)(f-%-,)I/ 
$ C,b-“. (1.8) 
We use the notation Cl and C2 to emphasize that we have selected two 
constants for which (1.7) and (1.8) hold independent of z,, z2, and n. Now 
let N= N(z,, z2) be the solution, not necessarily integral, of 
ClcN (z, -z21 = C2bpN, 
and write 
(IIIIJ( <C 1 b”+‘a-” Jz, -z2 I a-‘+‘)+C 1 bn+lb-“a-“(‘-l’. 
fl<N n>N 
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If p > Y, we obtain 
~(III~(<C~z,-z,I (bu-*)~+Cu-N”-l) 
=c Izl -Z* 1 Izl -z2 I+P)(P--I)-‘+cJzl -Z2 p-w--l)-’ 
=c Izl -Z21w(P-1)-‘~ 
Together with the estimates of I and II, this shows that D’-‘F is 
(r - l)(p - I)-’ Holder. If p = r, then 
])III\~<C)z, -z* 1 N+Ca-N”-lJ 
=cJz,-z,Iloglz,-z,I+clz,-z,I, 
and D’- ‘F is a-Holder for every c1< 1. 
2. SOME COUNTEREXAMPLES 
Twice in the previous proof we had to settle for a change of coordinates 
which was not C’. The first time was when, in the resonant case p = r, we 
pushed the weak unstable manifold into the x-axis. The second was the 
final change of coordinates for p 2 r. Here we show that both difficulties 
are unavoidable. 
First, suppose that p = r; we shall construct a C’ mapping f for which 
there is no Cr- ‘-Lipschitz weak unstable manifold. We assume only that 
L=(; “,) with l~]a)<]b~=~a)‘. Letf=@L@-‘, where 
@(Xl y)=(x, y+x’lh 1x1 14), O<lxl<l 
= (0, VI, x=0 
and 0 < q < 1. It is easy to see that f is c’, even though @ is not, and that 
f(z) = Lz + o( ( z I’). For any point z off the y-axis, the images f-“2, n b 0, lie 
on some curve y= f. cx’ + xr ( log (x ( I’?. This is incompatible with the 
relationy=c,x+ ... + c,- l~r-’ + 0(x’) which holds on a C’-‘-Lipschitz 
curve transverse to the y-axis. Therefore no such weak unstable manifold 
exists. 
Now suppose that p > r. We shall construct a c’ mapping f: ZH 
Lz + o( 1 z I’) which does admit a c’ weak unstable manifold but which can- 
not be linearized by a transformation smoother than as provided in 
Theorem 1. For now, we assume that L = (; t) with 1 < a <b = up. Let 
w(x) = 1; (x - t)‘- ‘{ 1 + 1 log t ( } -I” dt, x>o 
= 0, x GO. 
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Then w is c’. Let h(x, ,Y) = (x, y + 0(x, y) w(x)), where 0 is a C” function 
onRZ-{O}suchthat:8=1ify~~x~,8=Oify~0,~~/dy~Oeverywhere, 
and jl D%(z) I( < C (z I -k for 1 6 k <r and some constant C. The last two 
conditions imply that h is a c’ diffeomorphism. Notice that h pushes points 
in the region 0 <x < y upward while fixing all points in the second, third, 
and fourth quadrants, and the push is just about the sharpest that can be 
attained in C’ class. 
NOW letf=Lh-‘, so thatf-‘=hL-r. For Ocx<l, let M(x) be the 
greatest integer not exceeding [log, x[ (p - 1)-l; this is the greatest value 
M for which LhM(x, 1) lies on or above the diagonal of R2. Our goal for 
the moment is to estimate rr2 f -*(x, I ) for n > M(x). If M = M(x), we have 
f-*(X, l)=(a-“X,b-M+b-~M+l w(a-‘x)+h-“+*W(u-2X) 
+ ... + w(a-Mx)), (2.1) 
and for ia 2 M, 
qf-yq l)Zb-“+“n,f-M(X, 1). (2.2) 
On the other hand, n,f-“(x, 1) cannot be too large. For let x be small 
enough thatf-’ contracts vertical segments in the box B, = [0, x] x [O, l] 
by some uniform factor. In particular, f -n(~, 1) E B, for all n > 0. Using the 
fact that higher derivatives off-’ vanish along the x-axis, we easily obtain 
71*(f-nZ)~h--{i2z+C(712Z)‘}, zEB,,n>O, 
where C is independent of n, z, and x provided x is sufliciently small. In 
particular, when n 2 M, 
7z2f-yX, 1) <b- n+“{z2f-M(~, i)+C(n2fpM(x, 1))‘). (2.3) 
As t approaches zero from the positive side, w(t) is asymptotic to 
(l/r!) tr 1 log t 1 - “2, and in particular the ratio of these two quantities is 
bounded between two positive constants. Inserting this information into 
(2.1) and applying (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain: 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) Suppose that p >r. Let 6 =r- 1+ (r- l)(p - 1))‘. 
There exists a constant C’> 0 such that if x > 0 is sufficiently small and 
n 2 M(x), then 
b-“(1+C-‘Jlogx)-“~x~}d7r,~-“(x,1)~b-”{l+Cx~}. 
(b) rf p = r, there exists a constant C > 0 such that if x > 0 is suf 
ficiently small and n z M(x), then 
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Let F be a transformation of class C’- ‘sa, where 0 < a < 1, which linearizes 
f: Replacing F with DF(O)-’ * F, we may assume that DF(0) is the identity. 
If the image of the x-axis under F is the curve y = g(x), then the transfor- 
mation (x, y) H (x, y - g(x)) is C’-l*a, and it commutes with L. Compos- 
ing F with this transformation, we may also assume that F leaves the x-axis 
invariant. Since L is not resonant at any order less than r, DkF must vanish 
at the origin for 2<k<r-1, and equivariance then implies that 
Dk(F-id)=0 along the axes for O<k,<r- 1. 
For definiteness, let us assume that (0, 1) is in the domain of F. Let A be 
an integer greater than a- ‘. With the positive integer k as variable, the 
Taylor expansion of F about (0, 1) gives 
n2F(apk, l)= 1 + O(a-k”-l+m)). 
Therefore 
TC~F~-~~(U-~, l)=Vk{l +O(U-~“-~+‘))}, (2.4) 
Since Ak 2 k > M(aek), Lemma 2.1 and the Taylor expansion of F about 
(a- Aku-k, 0) give, up to a tolerance of O(bdAk”- ’ +‘)), 
n,Ff -Ak(a-k, l)a beAk{ 1 + C-‘k-‘12u-k6}, P-r 
>b-Ak{l + C-1k1/2u-kr), p = r. (2.5) 
By the choice of A, 
Comparing (2.4) with (2.5) then, we see that r - 1 + a < 6 if p > r and that 
r-l+a<rifp=r. 
The same construction works even when L = (; t) with a or b negative. 
Since h is supported in the first quadrant, we would havef2 = L’h-’ in the 
first quadrant. We have seen that f2 cannot be linearized by a transfor- 
mation smoother than as provided in Theorem 1, so neither canf: 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Here L is hyperbolic of saddle type, and we may assume that L = (g z) 
with O-cue l<b=u-“. Let q be such that 
II Dk(f- L)(z) II < ? and II~k(f-‘-L-‘)(z)lI -=? 
whenever 1~ k < r and ) z ) 6 1. Eventually we shall need r~ to be rather 
small. This can be accomplished by a change of variables z H AZ, but for 
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now we leave the bound unspecified. Using the stable manifold theorem 
and the one dimensional case of Sternberg’s theorem [9], we may assume 
thatfleaves the axes invariant, at least within the disk ):I ,< 1, and that its 
restriction to the axes is linear. 
The first step is to flatten f along the axes-that is, to find a transfor- 
mation @ fixing the axes such that @(@f@-i -L) = 0 along the axes for 
1 ,< k ,< r. Here we use machinery introduced in the proof of Theorem 1 in 
order to find an r-jet along the axes which does the job, and we then con- 
struct a transformation @ having this jet. If L is resonant at order r, the jet 
we obtain can be singular at the origin, in which case @ is not quite C’. 
Let Q be the Banach space (qe C”([ -1, 11, (R’)‘): q(0) =O}. For each 
qE Q, select a c’ mapping cp = 40, from a neighborhood of the segment 
[ -1, l] x (0) into R2 as before; cp vanishes along this segment, vanishes to 
order r at the origin, and satisfies 
pqwx, 0) = qm(x) for 1 dm,<rand (~(6 1. 
We define the linear operator T: Q -+ Q by 
(Tq),(x)=a~-“a~{L-‘cpf}(x, 0) 
= L-l c c,Dk&zx, 0) D”f(X, 0). . . D’kf(x, 0) 
A(r) 
(3.1) 
This differs from the previous definition becausefnow contracts the x-axis. 
Our goal is to find a right inverse for id - T. To do this, we first find a 
right inverse for id - TL, where 
There is an obvious T,-invariant splitting Q = Q’@ Q’@ Q’ which 
corresponds to the splitting of (R’)’ into contracted, fixed, and expanded 
subspaces, respectively, under the mapping 
(U 1 ,..., u,) F+ (ar- ‘bL-‘ul ,..., a”b’L-‘ur). 
We write z,, K,, and n, for the projections of Q onto these summands. If 
(Jq),(x)=iY-ma;{LcpL-l)(x,O)=a-‘+”b-”Lq,(a-lx), (xl da 
= 0, JxJ=l 
= linear interpolation on the remaining segments, 
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then J leaves the splitting invariant and contracts Q”, and TLJ is the iden- 
tity. Therefore 
is a right inverse for the restriction of id - TL to Q” 0 Q”. 
Suppose that L is not resonant at order r, which is to say that Qc = 0. It 
is easy to see that as long as q Q 1, say, there is a constant C independent 
of yl such that 
II T- TL. II s 6. 
It follows that id - T has a right inverse if q is small enough. 
(3.2) 
If L is resonant at order r, we must go outside Q to find a right inverse 
for id - TL on Q’. For the moment, let q: [ -1,0) u (0, l] --, (R’)’ be any 
continuous, integrable function. By (1.4), q determines an r-jet along 
&,W-40~ ll>x (‘8, d an we can define Tq and TLq as before. (This r- 
jet is in fact realized by a c’ mapping cp, but only the jet itself is needed in 
defining T and T,.) In particular, let P be the space of all functions q: 
[ -1,0) u (0, l] + (R*)’ such that for some q’ E Qc 
q(x) = (I+ hs, I x I) 4”(X) 
and such that q - T,q E Q, i.e., 
lim q(x) - T,q(x) = 0. 
X-r0 
In the norm 
lllqlll = l14c11 + llq- TL.qll, 
P is complete, and id - T, : P + Q has norm at most one. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf qE P, then Tq- T,qe Q. Moreover, there is a constant C 
independent of q < 1 and q E P such that /I Tq - T,q I\< ?C 1) Iq I\ I. 
Proof: Let q(x) = (1 + log, 1 x I) q’(x). If cp = (p4, then by (1.4) we have 
lIDk4a O)lI bC IXl’-k(l +hL 1x1) 1/9’ll 
for 1 <k 6 r. In the expansion (3.1) of (Tq)m(x), let I be the term with 
k=r: 
I= L-‘D’cpfax, O)iof(x,O)}'{(~)r-",(~)~), 
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and let II be the sum of the other terms. Then 
As I( q’ (1 < /I( q I( 1, the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
We claim that the pointwise sum R”q(x) = -C;” J”q(x) defines a con- 
tinuous linear transformation from Q’ into P which is a right inverse for 
id-T,: P+Q. IfqEQc, then 
J”q(x) = q(a -“x), 1x1 <a” 
= 0, IX) >d-l 
= linear interpolation between, 
from which it follows that 
IR”q(X)I <Cl +b3, 1x1) lI4ll~ 
and 
lim R’q(x)(l +log, Ix/)-‘=O. 
.Y + 0 
By the dominated convergence theorem, the r-jets associated to -C;” J”q 
converge uniformly on compact subsets of [ -1,0) u (0, l] as N tends to 
infinity. Since (TLRCq)(x) depends only on the jets of R’q at x and ax, we 
then have 
((id - TJ R’q)(x) = - f ((id - TL) J”q)(x) = q(x) 
for each non-zero value of x. The claim is proved, and the norm of R” is at 
most two. 
In this resonant case, we have constructed 
(R=‘(II, + n,J, Rk,): Q + (Q’@Q”,@R 
id-T: Q’@QU@P+Q, 
and the composition from Q to Q is within qC of the identity. If q is small, 
then, id - T admits a continuous right inverse with values in Q” 0 QU 0 P. 
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Returning to the general case, we solve the equation (id - T)q = p, where 
pm(x) = a:- may(L - ‘j-)(x, 0). 
The solution q will lie either in Q or in QS @ QU 0 P. To construct a mapp- 
ing cp exhibiting the r-jet determined by q, choose a C” function 6: R -+ R 
supported in [ - 1, 1 ] such that 
s O(t) dt = 1 and 1 t%(t) dt = 0 for ldk<r. 
Let pm = (I,,)r-mq,,,, and define 
cp(x, Y) = t; Y” 1 ‘J?(t) PAX + ty) dt 
for )y)<min(lx), 1-1x1). Ify#O, then 
There cp is C” away from the x-axis. 
LEMMA 3.2. On the double diamond 0 < 1 y 1 < min( ( x (, 1 - ( x I), 
r-i 
a;cp(x, Y)- c -L- ,=j(m-j)! Y”-‘P!s) 
=lYl’-‘-‘,u-y$“, 14(u)-q(x)1 
for i + j d r. Here p0 is to be interpreted as the zero function. 
We omit the long but routine proof. The constant C here depends only 
on 0. 
From this lemma, it follows that cp is C’ throughout the double diamond 
including the x-axis and that cp has the desired r-jet along the x-axis. Now 
let I: R* - (0) -+ [0, l] be a C” function such that 
A=1 if Ivl<$lxl, 
A=0 if l~lbjlxl, 
and 
II Wz) II = O( I 2 I -9 for 1 < kdr, 
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and let @ = id + Iv. Thus @ maps a neighborhood of the origin into R2. By 
Lemma 3.2, 
)/Dk(@-id)jI =o(~z/‘-~) if L is not resonant at order r 
=o(Jz/‘?og /zJ) if L is resonant at order r 
for 1 ,< k < r. In particular, Ua is a c’ diffeomorphism near the origin if L is 
not resonant and is a C’- ’ (and nearly Cr) diffeomorphism near the origin 
if L is resonant. By construction, D’(L- ‘@f) = D’@ along the x-axis. 
Integrating, we find that Dk(L ‘@f) = Dk@ along the s-axis for 0 <k < r, 
which is to say that Dk(@f @ ~ ’ - L)(x, 0) = 0 for 0 <k ,< r and x near zero. 
Thus we have flattened f along the x-axis. Note that when L is not 
resonant the new mapping Qbf @ -I, which we now call f, is c’ with f(z) = 
Lz + o( Iz I’). When L is resonant, however, we only have f E c’- ‘(R’) n 
C’(R’ - {O}) withf(z) = Lz + o( 1 z 1 r- ‘) and j) D’f(z) Ij = o(log /z I). Finally, 
a change of coordinates supported in the cone 1 x 1 d f 1~ 1 flattens f along 
the y-axis as well. 
In preparation for the second part of the proof, choose a C” function 8: 
R2 -+ [0, l] which is supported in the disk [z 1 < min(a, b-‘) and is iden- 
tically one near the origin, and replace f with 
f”,, =eqlrfA-‘)+(l-e)*L, 
where A is a large scalar. The new mapping f is a global diffeomorphism 
(provided I is large enough), and by construction fz = Lz and f - 'z = L-‘2 
for ( z ( 3 1. Note that f has been changed in an essential way, not simply by 
conjugation. However, the new mapping is conjugate to the original on 
some neighborhood of the origin, which is all we need. 
In the non-resonant case, we bound the derivatives of f-L and 
f-l -L-I by 11 as before; the bound is now global. In the resonant case, 
we must take a weaker bound: 
IIDk(f-WI <v and IIDk(f-l-L-l)jJ<q for 1 <k<r-1, 
IlWf-L)(z)II<rl(l flloglzl I), llD'(f-'-L-')(z)lj<?(1 +Iblzl 1). 
By choosing 1 large enough in either case, we can obtain 
a+2q<l and b-‘+2q<l. 
The following variations on Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 then hold: 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all z E R2 and all 
na0 
Iz,(f”z)l <Ca” 17r1zI and In,(f-“--)I <Cb-” In2zl. 
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LEMMA 3.4. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all z E R2, n 2 0, 
andl<m<r-1, 
II D”f”(z) II d Cb” and (1 D”f-“(z) I( < Ca-“. 
We seek coordinates (u(z), u(z)) in whichf appears linear. Two methods, 
pushing and pulling, are available for constructing U, and we choose the 
method which gives the greater smoothness. A similar choice in con- 
structing u gives the W-shaped function S(B) of Theorem 2. 
The pushing method is 
u(z)= lim u,(z)= Iim a”n:,(f-“z). 
n-m n-m 
This limit certainly exists, since {an> stabilizes at each point. And u is 
equivariant: 
u(fz) = au(z). (3.4) 
Let l<m<r-1, and write 
DY%l+ 1 - &J(z) 
=a n+l *I c CJlk(f-l-t-l)(f-“z)D”f-“(z)~-Dikf--n(Z). 
A(m) 
Suppose we know that f -*z is within A units of the x-axis. Viewing 
Dk(f-’ - L-‘)(f-” z as an iterated integral of D’(f-’ -L-l) along the ) 
vertical segment from the x - axis to Senz, we have that for k < r - 1 
1 
‘(r-k-l)! 0 5 
A(A-t)‘-k-ltj(l+/logtl)dt 
GqA’-k{2+IlogAIj. (3.5) 
If we restrict z to a given compact set, then, 
II D”Yu, + 1 -uU,)(z)/I<Ca”+’ c b--n(r--k)(l+n)6’k 
A(m) 
,<C(l +n)a n(l+o(r--m)-m) 
where C depends only on the compact set. Of course, D%,(O) is constant 
in n for 0 <k < r - 1. It follows that {u,} converges in the coarse 
C” topology provided 1 + a(r - m) - m > 0, i.e., provided 
m<(l+ra)(l+o)-‘. 
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LEMMA 3.5. The following are equivalent: 
(a) One of the quantities (r- l)(l + a))‘, (1 + ra)( 1 + a) ‘, 
(r+cr)(l +a)-‘, (br--)(l +a)-’ is integral. 
(b) Each of these quantities is integral. 
(c) L is resonant at order r. 
The proof is trivial. 
Suppose that L is not resonant at order r. Let (1 + ra)( 1 + a))’ = m + u., 
where 1 <m <r- 1 and O<at 1. Given two points z, and z2, write 
D”U(Z,) - D”U(Z,) = I + II + III 
as in the proof of Theorem 1: 
I= 2 an+‘7c1 
n=O 
AZ) Ok(f-’ -L-‘)(f-“z,) 
x {~~‘f-~(Z,)~~‘Di~f-“(Z~)-D~‘f-“(Z2)~~~Di~f-”(Z2)}, 
II= f a”+17z1 c cp(f-’ - L-‘)(f-“2,) 
lZ=O I:k<m 
-Dk(f-l-L-l)(f-“zz)} oi’f-“(z2)...Dikf-“(Z*), 
III= g an+’ ~,{o”(f-‘-L-‘)(f-“z,) 
II=0 
-D”(f~‘-L-‘)(f-~Z*)}{Df-“(ZZ))? 
We proceed to bound these terms. The constants appearing in our 
estimates can be chosen independent of zi, z2, and n provided z1 and z2 are 
restricted to a given compact set. Simply duplicating the analysis in 
Theorem 1 gives 
IIIIj<Cfa”+’ C &“(‘-kJa-“k lz, -z2 1 
0 A(m) 
m 
<Clzl-z, ICa n(l+e-m)-m)= c Izl -z* 1) 
0 
~~IIl~4C~a”+1i:~_b-“~‘i”a-“~z, -z2 1 apnk 
0 
<Clz, -z,lza n(l+a(r-m)-m)=c Iz, -z* 1. 
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To estimate III, we have a choice of bounds. Estimating D”‘+‘(f-’ -L-I) 
gives 
IID”(f-‘-L-‘)(f-“z,)-D”(f-‘-L-‘)(f-”ZJ) 
<cClb-“+m-l)u-n Izl -z2 I, 
and the same quantity is also bounded by 
1) D”(f-’ - L-‘)(f-“z,) 11 + 11 D”(f-’ - L-‘)(f-“z,) (1 6 C2b-“(‘-? 
Again, let N= N(z,, z2) be the value of n at which these two bounds are 
equal: 
We obtain 
j)III)j <c c un+ib-“(‘-“-‘)a-” IZi -z* I Cnm 
fl<N 
+c c 
un+l~-n(r-m)u-nm 
n>N 
<Clz, -z2 I u N(a(r-m-l)--m)+~aN(l+u(r-m)-m) 
=C~zl-Z*~a+C~Z~-Z*)a. 
Therefore D”u is a-Holder on compact sets. 
If L is resonant at order r, let (l+ra)(l+a)-‘=m+l, so that 
1 <m 6 r - 2. Again, write D”u(z,) - D%(z2) as I + II + III. By (3.5), 
l1IIlQCJz,-z,I~(n+1)a”~~+“‘=C/z,-z,~, 
0 
(IIIll~C~z,-z2~~(n+l)a”~‘+“‘=C~z,-z,~. 
0 
In III, the two bounds available for llD”(f-‘- L--‘)(f-“z,)- 
D”(f-’ - L-‘)(f-“z,) II are 
C,(n+1)b-““-“-“a-“Jz, -zz j=C,(n+l)a”‘m-‘)Iz, -z2j, 
C2(n+l)b-““-“‘=Cz(n+1)b-“u”“. 
If we choose N exactly as before, then, 
IIIII(/<Clz,-z,( 1 (n+l)+C 1 (Pt+l)u”b-” 
?l<N n>N 
<c IZI -z2 I (l+ llog lz, -z2I I}‘. 
Therefore D”u is a-Holder on compact sets for every tl< 1. 
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The pulling method is 
u(z)= lim u,(z) = lim K”rr,(f”z). 
n-m n-71 
Again, (u,} stabilizes at each point, and (3.4) holds. If 1 ,< m d Y - 1, then 
= a 
II 
-“-171, c QDk(f-L)(f”z) D”f”(Z)...D’kf”(Z) 
A(m) /I 
~Ca-“-‘C(l+n)a”“-k’bnk 
6C(l+n)a n(-l+r-m-mu) 
Here C depends on the compact set from which z was chosen but is 
otherwise independent of z and n. It is evident that {un} converges in 
the coarse C” topology provided --l-f-r--m-mu>O, or m-c 
(r- 1)(1 + rr)-‘. We shall assume that G < r- 2, so that this quotient is 
greater than one; if (T > r - 2, the pushing method gives better results, 
anyway. Now, the same techniques as before show that, if L is not 
resonant, then D”u is a-Holder on compact sets, where (r - 1 )( 1 + a) ’ = 
m+a with O<cr<l. Also, if L is resonant and (r-l)(l+a)-‘=m+l, 
then D”u is a-Holder on compact sets for every a < 1. 
To get the smoother function U, we push if cr 2 (r - 2) r-I and pull if (r d 
(r - 2)r-‘. A similar choice between pushing or pulling under f - i gives a 
second coordinate function o of class 
(l+ro-‘)(l+o-‘)-‘=(r+o)(l+o)-’ if a<r(r-2)-l, 
(r- l)(l +a -‘))‘=(ar-a)(1 +a)-’ if a>r(r-2)-l, 
less an infinitesimal amount in the resonant case. Since U(Z) = rcl z + o( 1 z I) 
and u(z)=rc~z+o(~z)), the transformation (x, Y)H (u, v) is a dif- 
feomorphism near the origin. 
4. MORE COUNTEREXAMPLES 
Let L=(g f), whereO<a<l<b=a-“,andlet2<r<co. Weshallfind 
a C’ mapping f: z H Lz + o( 1 z I’) which admits no linearization smoother 
than as provided in Theorem 2. Afterwards, we remove the assumption that 
a and b are positive. 
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First, suppose that L is not resonant at order r. Let 
= 0, yd0 
as before. We have seen how to construct a C’ diffeomorphism h of R2 such 
that 
h(-T Y) = (XT Y) if x<Oor y<O, 
WY Y) = (x + W(Y), Y) if O< y <x, 
7114x9 Y)>,X and ~2W Y) = Y for all (x, y). 
Letf=h 0 L. 
An argument like the proof of Lemma 2.1(a) gives: 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a constant C> 0 such that for all n B 1 
an+C-ln-l/2a”(l+‘“)‘l+“)-’ 
Now suppose thatfis linearized by a diffeomorphism F= (u, u) with u of 
class Pa. We shall show that m+cl<(l+o)-‘max{r-l,l+ro). A 
similar construction produces a mappingf for which v can be no smoother 
than (l+a)-‘max{r+a,or-co). 
For definiteness, we assume that the domain of F contains (0, 1) and 
(LO), or more precisely the segments from the origin to these points. It is 
in fact not hard to show that any linearizing germ can be represented by 
such a transformation without losing differentiability. Assuming that 
m+cc>(l+a)-‘max{v-l,l+ra},choosea>Osuchthat 
a(m+a)>&+a(l +cql(r-l), 
m+a>E+(l+u)-‘(l+m). 
The Taylor expansion of u at (1,O) gives 
u(l,b-“)=A,+A,b-“+ ..* +A,&““+O(b-“‘“+“‘), 
and the Taylor expansion at (0, 1) gives 
uf”(l,b-“)=B,x+B,x*+ ... +B,x”+O(x”+a), 
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where x=~ifn(l, b-“). Using Lemma 4.1 and the equivariance of u, we 
obtain (assuming E < 1): 
a”(A, +A’b-“+ ... +A,b-““) 
=B,(x-a”)+B,a”+B,a*“+ . . . +gma~~+o(~~~~+‘l+“l~~ll+r~J~)~ 
Note that B1 = ~,a,u(O, 1) # 0. Since L is not resonant, the term 
B,(x - a”), as estimated by Lemma 4.1, is of a different order of magnitude 
from the other terms, and it is larger than the tolerance in this equation. 
Thecontradictionshowsthatm+a,<(l+o)-’max{r-l,l+ro}. 
Now suppose that L is resonant at order r. In other words, u’~~ZP = a 
for some integer m, 1 < m 6 r - 2. Note that resonance comes in pairs here; 
a r-m-lbm+l = b as well. The previous construction cannot give a coun- 
terexample, since if f is flat along the axes to start with, the proof of 
Theorem 2 shows that f can be linearized by a C’- ‘-Lipschitz transfor- 
mation with s = s(L, r). Still, we shall produce a mapping f such that if f is 
linear in coordinates (u, v) then u cannot be C”- ‘-Lipschitz with s = 
max(m, r - m). This is the critical value s(L, r) when cr < 1. A similar con- 
struction would produce a mapping for which u cannot be c” ~ ‘-Lipschitz 
with s = max(m + 1, r-m - l), which is the critical value when cr 3 1. 
The counterexample should satisfy fz = Lz + o( ( z j ‘). However, to prove 
that is a counterexample we shall use only the following properties: 
f and f -’ are defined on the square I2 = [0, 1 ] x [0, 11, 
andfis c’ with f(z)=Lz+O(jzJ’). (4.1) 
a ‘-“b” = a for some integer m, 1~ m 6 r - 2. Along the 
axes, all partial derivatives off of order r vanish except, 
perhaps, 8:-ma;(~1 f) and 8:-“-‘8;+‘(rt,f). In par- 
ticular, f is linear on the axes. (4.2) 
There is some z < 1 such that rcl f (x, y) G zx and 
qf -‘(x, y)<zy for all (x, y)EZ2. (4.3) 
There is some non-negative, non-decreasing function a( y ) 
such that C; E(b-‘) diverges and such that n,f(x, y)> 
ax + c(y) x r-mym for all (x, Y)EZ2. (4.4) 
We leave the reader to verify that there is such a mapping f with, say, 
s(y)=6{1+ (logy(}-1/2 for some 6>0. 
Let us say that a sequence of points zO,..., z, in Z2 is a chain if 
ftzk) = zk + 1. We shall only deal with chains for which 7cn,z, = 7c2z, = 1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Zff satisfies (4.1)-(4.3), then there is a constant C>O such 
that for any chain z0 = (1, y,,) ,..., z, = (x,, 1), 
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1 xk - ak I< Ckakb-“, 
Iyk-b-(‘+-k)l ~~(~-k)b-‘“-k’~““-“-“, 
and 
(x’k-” yF( > C-‘ak+m)b-(n-k)m 
for O<k<n. 
ProoJ For (x, y) E Z*, 
X(Y-t) “-‘~T~Q~~~(Tc,~)(s, t) ds dt 
< cxr-mym. 
Using (4.3), we then have 
ixk+l -axk ( < cX;-“y,” < cXkTk(‘-m-L)T(n-k)m Q CXktk, 
SO 
k-l 
XkG n (a+C+)Qak fi (l+a-‘Cz’)=Cak. 
I=0 I=0 
Similarly, y, < Cb- (‘-‘) We can now improve our estimate to , 
Ixk+l -axk 1 <<ca 
k(r - “‘b - (n - k)m 
It follows that 
lxk --a’) <Ixk-axk-l ) +a Ix&l -axk-2 1 + “* +ak-’ Ix1 -al 
k-l 
<c C ak-l-‘a’(‘-“‘b-‘“-“” 
I=0 
= Ckakb-““. 
Reversing the roles of x and y gives the second inequality. From these two, 
it follows that for some uniform constant C, 
xk 2 C-‘ak and yk >/C-lb-b-k) 
These imply the third inequality. Q.E.D. 
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For a chain as in this lemma, property (4.4) implies that 
n-l 
= a”+ C-‘anbmnm c I. 
I=0 
Since yr > C-lb-‘“-‘) and E is non-decreasing, the sum C s(yJ tends to 
infinity as n tends to infinity. 
It is easy to see that such a chain exists for each n 2 0. We select one, 
calling its initial point (1, t,) and its terminal point (s,, 1). From the 
lemma and subsequent paragraph, we have 
b-“-Cnb-fla”“-“-“6t, Qb-“+Cnb-“a”“-“~-“, 
a” + C-lanb-nmZ, <s,, <a”+ Cna”b-““, 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where Z,, tends to infinity. Suppose that f were linearized by a transfor- 
mation F= (u, v) where u is C”- ‘-Lipschitz with s = max(m, r-m). The 
Taylor expansions of u at (1,O) and (0, 1 ), respectively, give 
~(1, t,)=A,+A,b-“+ ... +A,~,b-“(“~“+O(b-““), 
u(s,, l)=B,(s,-a”)+B,a”+ ... +B,_,a”‘S-“+O(a”b-““). 
By equivariance, u’k( 1, t,) = u(s,, 1). Since B, # 0, this implies that up to a 
tolerance U(a”b-““) the quantity s, -a” is a finite sum of exponential 
terms. But Zn tends to infinity at a non-exponential rate. The contradiction 
establishes our counterexample. 
What if L = (; i) with a or b negative? There is no problem if L is non- 
resonant in modulus; as in the previous set of counterexamples, our con- 
struction carries over since h is supported in the first quadrant. If L is 
resonant in modulus, however, more care is needed. For this, we observe 
that a mapping f: z H L2z + o( 1 z I’) satisfying (4.1)-(4.3) will be a coun- 
terexample if it satisfies either of the following conditions: 
There is some non-negative, non-decreasing function E( ,v) 
such that CF E(b-“) diverges and such that rcl f(x, y)2 
a*x + c(y) xIwrn y” for 0 <X < y ,< 1. Also, rci f(x, y) 2 a*x 
for (x, y)Ef. (4.4)’ 
There is some non-negative, non-decreasing function s(y) 
such that lim, _ cn C’rffnl c(bMzr)= co for any c< 1 and 
such that rcif(x, y)~a~x+~(y)x~-~y”’ for O< y<x< 1. 
Also, rc, f(x, y) 2 u2.x for (x, y) E Z’. (4.4)” 
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If (4.4)’ is assumed, we can obtain the crucial estimate (4.6) with 6, on the 
order of CF:$$+“)-‘l ~(b-~l). If (4.4)” is assumed, C, will be on the order of 
C;= rno + a)-l-J ~(b-~‘). Now, if b is negative we can find a mapping f which 
satisfies (4.1~(4.3) and (4.4)’ with f = L* in the lower half plane. Define 
g= L-‘f. Then g: z++ Lz + o(lzl’), and in the upper half plane g2 =J 
Since f admits no linearizing coordinate function u of C”-‘-Lipschitz class, 
s = max(m, r - m), neither does g. Similarly, if a is negative, we use a map- 
ping f which satisfies (4.1)-(4.3) and (4.4)” with f = L2 in the left half 
plane. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Here f is c’ with a hyperbolic fixed point at the origin, but we do not 
assume that f is linear through terms of order r. Our argument in many 
cases involves a preliminary change of coordinates, after which we show 
that the new mapping f’ can be transformed into R(f’), its Taylor 
polynomial of degree r - 1. It will always be true that the same kind of 
operations transform R(f) into a mapping R( f ‘) with R(R( f )') = R(f’). 
Therefore, since both f and R(f) are conjugate to R(f ‘), they are conjugate 
to each other. Having established this logical bridge, we shall call the new 
mapping f rather than f’. 
Suppose that L is a source with p(L) = p < r. Eliminating the cases in 
which both f and R = R(f) can be linearized by a C’ transformation, we 
may assume that p E (2, 3,..., r - 1 }, L = (; i) with up = b, and 
f(z)=f(x, Y)=(w b(y+cxP))+4bIr) (5.1) 
for some c # 0. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we transform z H AZ in order 
to reduce the derivatives off-L on the disk (z [ f 1 to a reasonable size. 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 then hold, with no change needed in their proofs. Note 
that 
R”(x, y) = (a”~, b”( y + ncxp)). 
In particular, there is a constant C> 0 such that 
IIDkR”(z)(I <Cn (61” for (z(<l,n~O,andk~l. 
We claim that the limit F = lim, _ o. R”f en exists in the c’ topology on the 
disk (z ( < 1; if so, F clearly transforms f to R. It suffices to show that 
D’(R”f -“) converges uniformly on the disk. For this, write 
D’(R”+lf-“-l-R”f-“)(z)=I+II, 
505/63/Z-6 
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where 
I= c CIDkR”(Rf-“-‘,)(Dil(Rf-*-‘)(Z)...Dik(Rf~n- l)(z) 
A(r) 
- Dilf-yz). . . pkf-yZ) >, 
II= c cn{DkR”(Rf-“-‘z)-DkR”(f-“z)) Di’f-“(z)...Dlkf--n(z). 
A(r) 
It is easy to see that 
IIDi(Rf-“-‘)(z)-Dif-“(z))I QCJaJ-“’ 
for 1 6 i < Y. Therefore 
In II, we use the fact that DkR” is differentiable, obtaining 
-~)11J~~C~~~bJ”~a~-“‘JaJ-“~~Cn~b~”~a~-””+”. 
Since ) b 1 1 a I-’ < 1, the claim follows. 
Now suppose that p(L)=r. Again, we may assume that L= (;; z) with 
a’ = b and that (5.1) holds. Our goal is to linearizef: Imitating the proof of 
Theorem 1, we first reduce the derivatives off-L to a reasonable size on 
(~16 1, then transform (x, Y)H (G(x, v), v) so that rr, f(x, y) =ax, and 
then transform (x, y) H (x, H(y)) to linearize f along the y-axis. Now we 
construct a weak unstable manifold y = g(x) as before. Routine estimates 
show that 
lim gck’( x) = 0 for O<k<r- 1, 
I - 0 
and 
g”‘(X) = O(log x). 
The transformation @: (x, v) H (x, y - g(x)) is then CI-‘*a for every a < 1. 
As before, @f@-’ is still C’ with Of@-': ZH Lz+ ~(1~1’). We can then 
linearize Of G-l. 
The case in which p(L) > r requires no discussion; both f and R(f) can 
be linearized. 
Now suppose that L is a saddle. We shall assume that L = (;f z) with 
O< (al < 1 < (b( = (al --6. By a polynomial change of variables ZH 
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z + 0( 1 z I*), we can eliminate all but the resonant partial derivatives off at 
the origin, i.e., all but 
~~qJh f)(O), where 2<i+ j<r anda’bj=a, 
or 
Gy(~*fWh where2di+ jdranda’bj=b. 
If L is non-resonant in this range, we are done, since f can then be 
linearized. Three cases remain: 
Case I. L is resonant at some order, and 0 b r(r - 2) - I. 
Case II. L is resonant at some order, and (r 6 (r - 2) r-l. 
Case III. (r = 1 and r > 3. 
After a transformation z I--, z + o(l z I’), we may assume that the stable 
and unstable manifolds are the axes and that f is linear on the axes. We 
also transform ZHIZZ so that 
II Wf- L)(z) II < rl and IIw--1-L-1)(411 <v 
for ) z 1 < 1 and 1 <k < r; the necessary value of q will be determined later. 
Let R = R(f). The first major task is to transform the r-jet off along the 
axes to the r-jet of R. To do this, we recall some machinery used in proving 
Theorem 2. 
Suppose that L is not resonant at order r. Let Q be the Banach space 
{q E C”( [ -, 11, (R*)‘): q(0) = 01, which we again identify with the space of 
r-jets of mappings cp: z I+ o(l z I’) from a neighborhood of the segment 
[ -1, 1 ] x {0} into R2 which vanish along this segment. A selector 
q H cp = (pq effects the identification. Define S: Q + Q by 
(Sq),(x) = 8;-“8;{ R-‘(id + cp)f}(x, 0) 
= c cADkR-‘(ax, 0) Di’(f+ cpf)(x, O)..*D”$f+cpf)(x, 0) 
A(r) 
(5.2) 
In general, S is polynomial but not linear. Were f equal to L, S would 
reduce to the linear operator TL defined before: 
(TLq),Jx) = ~~-“‘~~{L-‘(PL)(x, 0) = a’-mbmL-lq,(ax). 
The following lemma essentially asserts that S is C’ close to TL if q is small. 
We omit the straightforward proof. 
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LEMMA 5.1. There is a constant C independent oj’ ye < 1 such that 
I( S(0) /I ,< ?C and such that for any points q and q’ in the unit hall ef Q, 
II S(q) - SC@) - T,(q - 4) II 6 6 II 4 -q’ Il. 
Recall that in this case of non-resonance at order r we constructed a 
(continuous linear) right inverse R”” for id - T,. If r] is small enough, then, 
the equation 
sq=q (5.3) 
can be solved by Newton’s method: q” = 0, q” + ’ = q” - Rsu(q’ - Sq”), q = 
lim q”. The construction surrounding Lemma 3.2 provides a c’ mapping 
@ = id + cp supported in the region 1 y 1 ,< 1 xl such that cp realizes the r-jet 
determined by this solution q. Rewriting (5.3) as 
D’(R-‘@f)(x, 0) = D’@(x, 0), 1x161, (5.4) 
and integrating, we see that CD transforms the r-jet off along the x-axis to 
the r-jet of R as desired. The same kind of construction works along the y- 
axis. It is important to point out that @: z )--tz + o( lzl’), and the Taylor 
polynomial off is unchanged. 
If L is resonant at order r, we need a slightly different space. For one 
thing, S does not necessarily map Q into itself, since S(0) might not vanish 
at x = 0. Let & = Q” 0 Qc @ QU, where QL. is obtained from Q’ simply by 
removing the requirement hat q’(O) = 0. The mappings S and TL do take 
Q into itself. The restriction of id - r, to Q@ Q” has the same right 
inverse RY Q”@ Q” -+ Q’@ QU as before, and Lemma 5.1 holds for &. To 
invert the restriction of id - TL to Qc, we introduce the space P consisting 
of all mappings q: [ -1,0) u (0, l] --) (R’)’ such that, for some qcE @, 
4(x)=(1 +l%,a, lxl)4’b) 
and such that (id - TL)q E &, i.e., 
lim q(x) - T,q(x) exists. 
x + 0 
Again, 1; is complete in the norm 
lllqlll = llqcll + llq- TLqll. 
The same construction as in Theorem 2 gives a continuous linear right 
inverse R’= -C;” J” (pointwise): QI’ + @ for id - T,. 
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LEMMA 5.2. If q E p, then Sq - TLq E 0. There is a constant C indepen- 
dent of q < 1 such that for any points q and q’ in the unit ball of P, 
II~~-~,~q-~~-~,~9’lI~?~III9-9’III. 
In particular, id - S: p + & and 
II(id-S)q-(id-S)q’-(id- Td(q-q’)II <UC Ills-@III. 
The proof, which we omit, is like the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
We now have 
(RSU(q +n,), R’n,): Q --) (Q’@Q’)@f, 
id-S: (QS@QU)@p-Q. 
The composition K: & + & satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
II Kq - W - (4 - 4’) II 6 C II 4 - 4’ II 
on some neighborhood of zero which can be chosen independent of q when 
v is small. Also, II K(0) II = II S(0) II < qC. We can therefore solve K= 0 and 
so obtain a solution q E QS@ QU 0 P of (5.3). By the construction 
surrounding Lemma 3.2, we can then transform the r-jet off along the x- 
axis to the r-jet of R, at least away from the origin. The new mappingfis of 
class C'-'(R')n C'(R'- (0)) and has the same Taylor polynomial of 
degree r - 1 as before, and )I D’f(z) /I = O(ldg I z I ). Of course, we do the 
same construction along the y-axis. 
The first step is completed. We prepare for the second step as before, 
replacing f and R with 
R new =0*(1RI-‘)+(l-8).L, 
where I is a large scalar and 0 is a bump function supported in the disk 
1 z I 6 min() a 1, I b I - ’ ) which is one near the origin. This makes f and R into 
global diffeomorphisms. No longer is R polynomial, but on some 
neighborhood of the origin it is indeed the Taylor polynomial off- Also, 
the r-jets off and R still coincide along the axes, at least away from the 
origin. 
LEMMA 5.3. There exists a constant C > 0 such that 
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and 
c-’ (bl” (712z( <.I*(fnZ)I GC (61” (7c?Zl 
whenever (z 1 < 1 and n E Z. The same inequalities hold for R”:. 
LEMMA 5.4. There exists a constant C > 0 such that if 1 z ( < I, n 2 0, and 
1 dmdr- 1, then 
II D”f”(z) II d c I b lmn and IID”f-“(z)Ij <Clalp”“. 
The same inequalities hold for D”R” and D”R-“. 
We omit the simple proofs. 
Consider Case I. Here we construct a conjugacy from f to R as we 
linearized .f before-by pushing: P= lim,, ~ R”f -“. This limit exists 
pointwise, and we claim that it exists in the C” topology where m is the 
greatest integer less than s(L, r)= (ar-a)(1 + cr)-‘. To see this, write 
Dm(R”+‘f-‘-’ - R”f-“)(z) = I + II, 
where 
I= c c,D&R”(Rf-“-‘z){D”(Rf-“-l)(z)... Dik(Rf-“-l)(z) 
A(m) 
-D”f-“(z). . . Di”f-“(z)), 
II = c ci{DkR”(Rj-“-‘z)- DkR”(f-9)) D”f-“(z)... Di”f-“(z). 
A(m) 
For jzj<l and Ibidm, 
11 D’(Rf-“- l)(z) - D’f-“(2) I( 
= 
il 
1 c,Dk(Rfp’ - id)(f-“z) D”f-“(z) ... Dikf-“(z) 
A(i) II 
<C(l +n) jbl-““-i) lal-ni; 
the factor 1 + n, coming from (3.5), is needed only when L is resonant at 
order r. In any case, we obtain 
JJIII <C(l +n) lal-nm (bl”r’+m-r). 
In II, the differentiability of DkR” gives 
I/III)~C(l+n)Jal~““Ibl”(““-“. 
Since (a[ pm JbJ lrmPr < 1, the claim follows. The Holder continuity of 
D”F can be established by the method used in Theorem 2. 
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Case II follows from Case I by symmetry. The conjugacy here is 
lim, ~ oo R-“f”. 
The third case is not so simple. The proof of Theorem 2 suggests that to 
obtain a system (u, u) transforming f to R, we should construct u by 
pushing and u by pulling. But the conjugacy equation does not split into 
two independent relations as it did in linearizing. The solution is to 
linearizef and R, say by transformations Ff and FR. Even though these are 
not very smooth, the composition (FR)- ’ Ff is smooth, and it transforms f 
to R. Another view of this process is that we construct the f-invariant 
foliation which consists of vertical lines in the region (z( > 1, construct a 
similar foliation for R, and match leaves of one with leaves of the other by 
requiring that points on the .x-axis should remain fixed. The same construc- 
tion with horizontal foliations then determines a conjugacy from f to R. 
The conjugacy is smooth even though the foliations are only C’. 
In the next few paragraphs, we consider Case III with r even. Here L is 
not resonant at order r, so f is c’ through the origin. For 1 z 1 d 1, let N(z) 
be the least integer N such that 1 n#“‘z) 12 1 and 1 7c2(RNz) 1 > 1. If z is on 
the x-axis, let N(z) = co. By Lemma 5.3, N(z) is within a uniform constant 
of -log,,, In2zl. 
LEMMA 5.5. There is a constant C such that if 1 z 1 < 1 and 0 <m < +r, 
then 
(i) IID”f”(z)-D”R”(z))( dC )/.II”‘-~(‘~~), OGn<tN, 
(ii) I\D”f”(z)-D”R”(z)I) <Clbl”~N(‘~2+‘/2--m), tN<n, 
where N = N(z). 
Proof: For m = 0, we have 
If n+lz-Rn+lz~~~fn+lz-fR”z~+~fR”z-R”+lz~ 
bllA,II ISnz-RR”zI+IfR”z-R”+‘zI, 
where A, is the average value of Df on the segment from R”z to f 3. It is 
easy to show that 
i=, 
for some C independent of z, j, and k. Also, since the r-jets off and R coin- 
cide along the axes, 
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It follows that 
(f”Z-RR”zI<CIby-Nr, OQtl<;N 
< C 1 b ( n - N(r/2 + l/2), n&N. 
Now suppose that 1 <m 6 $r and that (i) and (ii) hold for all values 
through m - 1. Let t, = D*f”(z) - PR”(z). Then 
t PI+1 = Df(fz) t, + I + II, 
where 
I= 1 c~okf(f”z){D”f”(z)...D’kf”(z)-DilR”(z)...D”R”(z)}, 
A(m):k 3 2
(5.5) 
II = c c,{Pf(f”z) -D”R(R”z)} D”R”(Z) ... PR”(z). 
A(m) 
By Lemma 5.4 and the inductive hypothesis, 
IlIIl~CIbl n(r+ I)-N(r+ 1 -m) > Odn$fN 
<Clbl 2n ~ N(r/2 + 312 ~ m) 9 tN6n. 
To estimate II, write 
II D”f(f”z) - DkR(R”z) II 6 II Dkf(fz) - Dkf(R”z) II 
+ 1) Dkf( R”z) - DkR( R”z) I). 
The first term can be bounded using the estimate of ) f” - R”z 1, and the 
second using the coincide of the r-jets off and R along the axes. This leads 
to 
(III(( <C (bl”‘-N(‘-m), O<nG;N 
eW n(PZ+l)-N(r/2+1/2)+ lbl”(2m-r)}, n>fN. 
Using the fact that 
we obtain (i) immediately. For &N< n d N, we obtain 
11 t, I( < Cb” - N’2 I( tcNlz, 11 + C ( b I 2n - N(r’2 + 3’2 - in’ 
+Clbl dm + 1) - N(rl2 + l/2) + c 1 b 1 n ~ NC42 + l/2 -ml 
<Clbl”p N(r/2+1/2-m). 1 
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here it is crucial that m < t(r + 1). Finally, (ii) holds for n > N since I( t, 11 < 
IWN Ilt‘vll. Q.E.D. 
For IzI < 1, let 
t?(z) = lim b-“rc,f”(z), 
n-m 
uR(z) = lim b-“7r~Rn(z). 
“-+CC 
These sequences tabilize when n > N(z), and it is easy to show that the 
limits exist in the C’ topology. In particular, both u/ and vR equal rr2z + 
O( Iz I ). By Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5: 
llD”Vfk y)II GC I yll-m, l<m<r--1. (5.6) 
II DrnUR(X, Y) II d c I Y I 1 -m, ldm<r-1. (5.7) 
I(Dm(uf-uR)(X,y)(l~CIyl”*+r’*-m, O<m<+r. (5.8) 
Thus of-- vR is c’12 even though vf and vR are not. We claim that of - vR is 
in fact of Holder class C”*,‘/*: 
11 D”*(u’- u”)(z) - D”*(vf- uR)(z’) 11 6 c I z - z’ / 1’2. (5.9) 
Certainly (5.8) suggests this. But Lemma 5.5 does not hold when m = 
$r+l, so we cannot prove our claim simply by estimating 
II D r’2+‘(fn - R”) II. Instead, grant the following lemma for the moment: 
LEMMA 5.6. There exists a constant C with the following property. Given 
z = (x, y) with y #O and a point z’ within I yl/2 units of z, let N be the 
maximum of N(w) as w runs over the segment from z to z’. Then 
11 D”‘(f”’ - RN)(z) - D”‘(f” - RN)(z’) II < C ( b I iv I z - z’ / I’*. 
The claim (5.9) follows, for if z and z’ do not satisfy the hypotheses of this 
lemma, then by simple geometry 
11 D”‘(u-‘- u”)(z) - D”‘(u/- uR)(z’) (I < (J;; + ,,$ C, (z-z’ I I’*, 
where CB is the constant from (5.8). 
Proof of Lemma 5.6. If w is on the segment from z to z’, then 
N-C<N(w)dN, 
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where C is independent of z, z’, and u’. By Lemma 5.5, then, 
llD”(f”-R”)(w)II <c lbl”(-Q+‘/‘2+m 
for O<n<Nand Odm6ir. 
For O<n<N, let 
We have 
t,(z) = Dr”(fn - R”)(z), 
t,(z’) = D”‘(f” - R”)(z’). 
in+ l(z) = D./-U-). t,(z) + I(n, z) + Wn, z), 
t,, ,(z’) = Df(f”z’). t,(i) + I(n, 2’) + II(n, z’), 
(5.10) 
where I and II are given by (5.5). Rather than writing these expressions out 
again, we note that, as written there, they have the form 
I(C 'I= C cj.Aj.Bj., II(n, Z)= C cj,E,F,, 
A(r/Z):k > 2 A(r/2) 
I(n, z’) = 1 c,AJB;, II@, z’) = 1 CiEjPi. 
A(r/Z,:k > 2 n(r/2) 
We have suppressed the dependence of Aj,, etc., upon n. Now write 
t,, i(z) - t,, ,(z’) as the sum of six terms: 
W(f”z){~n(4 - tn(z’)) + PV(f”4 - W(W)) t,(z’) 
Using (5.10) and the lemmas, we can bound the second through fifth terms 
by C 1 b 1 3n’2 I z - z’ 1. In the sixth, we write 
El -El, = {D”f(f”z) - Dkf(R”z) - Dkf(f”z’) + Dkf(R”z’)} 
+ {Dkf(Rn~)-DkR(Rn~)-Dkf(Rn~‘)+DkR(Rn~’)}. 
The first of the bracketed terms is easily bounded by 
C [/,I”(-‘/2+3/z) 1 z - ~‘1. When k < 1r, the second is bounded by 
c Ibl+r+k+Z) Iz-Z’I ,<c Ibl”(-“2+1) 1 z -z’ 1; when k = 4r, it is bounded 
by 
Cmin{ lbln(-r/2+2) Iz-z’l, ~b~~“r~z}=C~b~~“‘~2min{~b~2”~z-z’~, 1). 
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Recall that 1) F’ I( d C 1 b lnrj2. In all, then, 
lIfn+I@)-fn+Ib’)Il 
Q II ~f(f”z) II II r,(z) - t,(z’) II + C I b 13n’2 
x Iz-z’( +Cmin{(b12” )z-~‘1, l}. 
If ( b JZN Iz - z’ I $1, we obtain 
II IN - r,&‘) II < C I b I 2N I z - z’ I d C ) b IN I z - z’ I 1’2. 
On the other hand, suppose that I b 12N I z - z’l >/ 1. Let A4 be the least 
exponent such that I b I 2M I z - z’ 1 >, 1. Then 
By our hypotheses, I z - z’ 1 f C I b I -N. Therefore 
Still assuming that r is even, let 
al(z) = lim u”7ri f-“(z), 
II-Pm 
u”(z) = lim ~“71, R-“(z). 
n-a 
By symmetry, u,’ and nR satisfy analogues of (5.6)-( 5.9), with x replacing y. 
Let Ff= (u/, uf) and FR = (uR, uR). These transformations are c’ away 
from the axes and C’ overall, and they linearize f and R, respectively. If 
d(x, Y)=min(Ix(, lvl), then: 
pl”Ff(z)II <Cd(z)‘-“, l<WZ<r-1. (5.11) 
(I DmFR(z) II d Cd(z)‘-“, l<m<r-1. (5.12) 
l/D”(Ff-FR)(z)II < C,~(Z)~‘~+~‘~-“‘, Qdm<$r. (5.13) 
Ff _ I;R is (7I231/2. (5.14) 
From (5.12) and the fact that FR leaves the axes invariant, we also have 
II D”(FR)-‘(z) 11 < Cd(z)’ -m, lQm<r-1. (5.15) 
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Now let F = (FR) ~ ‘F”; which transforms f to R. Writing 
D”‘(F-id)(z)= 1 c,ok(FR)~‘(Ffz)DilFf’(,)...D4F1(~) 
A(m) 
- 1 c#(F”)-‘(F”z) Di’FR(z)~~~DikFR(z) (5.16) 
A(m) 
and making the usual four term analysis, we find that 
11 Dm(F- id)(z) 11 < C~(Z)‘/~+~‘~--, O<m<+r. 
Thus F is a Cl2 diffeomorphism. The same kind of analysis shows that F is 
in fact Cr12,1’2, as desired. 
Finally, consider Case III with r odd. Since f is not c’ through the 
origin, certain estimates that involved an exponential factor before now 
receive an additional linear factor 1 + n. See (3.5). Imitating the proof of 
Lemma 5.5, we obtain: 
LEMMA 5.7. There is a constant C such that if 1 z/ < 1 and N = N(z), 
then: 
(i) IID”f”(z)-D”R”(z)I/ <C(l +n) (bl”‘-N(‘pm) for O<m< 
$(r+ 1) and O<n<iN. 
(ii) IID”f”(z)-D”R”(z)II <C(l +n) lb~“-“‘(‘/2+1/2~m) for O<m< 
i(r-1) andn>$N. 
n,LF) IID”f”(z)-D”R”(z)(I ,<C(l +n)‘Ib(” for m=f(r+ 1) and 
/2 . 
The success of this lemma when m = +(r -t 1) makes our work easier, 
eliminating the need for a version of the tricky Lemma 5.6. Defining F’and 
FR as before, we again have (5.11) and (5.12), and instead of (5.13) we 
have 
jlD”(Ff-FR)(z)II < C{l + llog A(z)[}~ 4(~)“~+“‘~~ 
for O<m<<(r+ 1). Analyzing F=(FR)-‘F,/via (5.16) gives 
IID”(F-id)(z)11 <C(l + /log 4(z)l}2 4(~)“~+~‘~-~ 
as well, which implies that F is C + ‘v’,~ for every a < 1. This completes 
Case III and so Theorem 3. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Let L = (; 1) andf: z H Lz + 0( 1 z Ik) be as given in part (a); b = ak, and 
at(rr,f)(O) = 6 # 0. We first perform the change of coordinates @: (x, y) H 
(W, Y), Y), where G(z) = lim,, m a’%,f-“(z). This limit exists in the Ck 
topology on some neighborhood of the origin by the same argument as in 
the proof of Theorem 1; the argument uses Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, which are 
easily seen to hold even when f: z H Lz + 0( 1 z I’). After conjugating by @, 
we have rcif(x, y) =ax near the origin. Since @: ZHZ + O(lzJk), 
8t(rc2 f )(0) has the same value 6 as before; resonance implies that this par- 
tial derivative is unchanged under such a transformation. We may assume 
that f -’ takes the butterfly region 1 y 1 < (x I < 1 into itself. For n 2 0, write 
f-“( 1,O) = (a-“, y,). S’ mceIy,+,-b-‘y,I<CIa(-“k=CIbI-“,wehave 
Inserting this estimate into the Taylor expansion off -I, we obtain 
y,,, -b-‘y, --&ah-” GE,, lbl-“, 
where E, + 0. Therefore 
y, -A drib-“+’ 
n-1 
= 1 b-“+m+l 
m=O 
y,+, -b-‘y, -;6b--)I 
n-1 
<lb/-“+’ c &,n. 
m=O 
Since y, is o(a -n(k-‘) ) but not O(K”~), the images f-"(1,O) do not lie on 
a Ck- ‘-Lipschitz curve through the origin. But the images Lp”z of any 
point z off the y-axis lie on some curve y = cxk. Therefore f cannot be 
linearized by a Ck - ‘-Lipschitz transformation. 
Now let L and f be as in part (b)(i) of Theorem 4: akpmbm = a, and 
~?-‘V;(X, f )(0) = 6 # 0. We may assume that a and b are positive. The 
general case follows from this because a transformation linearizing f would 
linearize f *, and yet 8t-“a;(n, f *)(O) = (a + akmmbm) 6= 2~6 # 0. After 
performing a few coordinate changes of class Ck, we shall show that the 
mapping which results cannot be linearized by a Cq- ‘-Lipschitz transfor- 
mation with q = max(nz, k-m); therefore, neither can the original map- 
ping. 
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First, we transform ZHZ+AZ’ so as to eliminate all terms but 
13-“V;(rr,f)(O)x”~~y~ and ~~~m~1~~~+‘(~2f)(0).~k~m~‘~~m+’ from the 
Taylor polynomial off: These two terms, of course, remain unchanged. We 
next push the stable and unstable manifolds into the axes and linearizefon 
the axes by a transformation z H z + o( 1 z Ik). Next, we employ the 
machinery from the proof of Theorem 2 to eliminate the “hyperbolic” part 
of D“(f- L) along the axes. In other words, we change coordinates so that 
all partial derivatives of f - L of order r vanish along the axes except 
8-“9;(rr, f) and 8~-‘+‘8J,+‘(nz f). A final transformation ZH AZ with A 
large may be necessary. By such a transformation, we can reduce all 
derivatives of f-L on the square Z2 = [0, 1 ] x [0, l] to an arbitrarily 
small size and can also assure that @‘V~(rr, f) never vanishes on Z*. 
Assuming this expression is positive on Z*, i.e., that the original value 6 was 
positive, we thus attain conditions (4.1)-(4.4) given in the second set of 
counterexamples. The function E required in (4.4) can be taken to be a 
positive constant. From the proof there, we conclude that f cannot be 
linearized by a Cyp ‘-Lipschitz transformation. A similar proof works if 
8-?J;(rri f) is negative on Z*. 
Part (b)(ii) follows by symmetry. We could apply (b)(i) to fpl and 
interchange the axes. 
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